
Easily gain early access to key documents that can change the 
course of a legal matter Featuring advanced analytics, Exterro 
E-Discovery Data Management™ is the sole solution on the 
market that identifies the most important electronically stored 
information (ESI) before collection. With this unique capability, 
in-house attorneys now have easy access to key documents that 
can change the course of a legal matter. Exterro E-Discovery Data 
Management’s ability to process ESI from a broad set of data 
sources in place and send only what’s relevant to review saves 
you time, money and frustration.

With Exterro E-Discovery Data Management’s end-to-end collection, analysis, review, and production capabilities, ESI doesn’t 
have to leave the system until you’re ready to produce to opposing counsel. Selected features include:

Selected E-Discovery Data Management Features

Exterro E-Discovery Data Management features Quick Scan 
and Deep Scan for early case assessment—before collection.
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Pre-Collection Analytics for Early 
Case Assessment
Perform early case assessment with 
Exterro’s pre-collection analytics, a broad 
set of analytic tools that enable rapid 
identification of the most important 
documents in a dataset. Uncover documents 
and communications that could change 
the course of a matter. Substantially and 
defensibly reduce document set volume and 
associated review costs.

Next Generation Data Processing
Exterro is unique in the market in combining 
processing with collection and offering 
documents for review almost immediately 
after the collection process is started, thus 
saving you time and money. 

In addition, our underlying technology has 
been built with the future in mind, able to 
easily and quickly process vast amounts of 
data without impacting performance for 
your users. 

Comprehensive Review Platform
Exterro Review offers everything you’d 
expect in an enterprise review solution, 
including Smart Labeling AI, advanced search 
and document analytics, traffic analysis, 
flexible document batching, term boosting, 
concept search, email threading and more. 
Fully integrated into the complete Exterro 
E-Discovery Suite, Exterro Review provides 
the fastest and most cost effective 
solution available.

Targeted Collections and 
E-Discovery Document Review
Perform targeted collections and full 
e-discovery document review with a “one-
click" ability to collect only the relevant 
files that are identified during ECA. An 
intuitive interface enables you to easily 
conduct tiered and batched review using 
the full suite of analytic capabilities, 
including Smart Labeling, Exterro’s Artificial 
Intelligence-based guided review capability.

Distributed Architecture for 
Multinational Operations
Collect, analyze, review, and produce ESI 
locally across multiple, geographically 
dispersed jurisdictions with the option of 
having your U.S.-based legal team centrally 
managing the entire process.

Global Labelling and  
Optimized Storage
Exterro E-Discovery Data Management 
deploys single-instance storage across all 
collections for all matters, allowing for the 
most efficient storage possible - directly 
reducing overall storage and maintenance 
costs. Additionally this structure allows for 
true, real-time global labelling of documents 
for an organization’s most sensitive decisions 
such as privilege, confidentiality and other 
key document calls.

E-DISCOVERY DATA MANAGEMENT

OPTIONAL CAPABILITIES FOR EXTERRO E-DISCOVERY DATA MANAGEMENT

Smart Labeling  
Deep Learning based Smart Labeling guides reviewers in their actions, 
as the system steers the users to review documents it finds to be most 
relevant to their task.

Spot Collector
All of the E-Discovery Data Management’s collection capabilities, 
but on a single portable USB drive.

The Sole Collection, Analysis, Review and Production Solution on the 
Market That Identifies the Most Important ESI Before Collection
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